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Chapter 1361

"You Lan, what do you say? Director Mu said, "our instructors have arranged
it?" A short hair, wearing tight clothes of the capable woman, surprised at
you LAN, voice asked.

"Well!" You LAN nodded, looked at the woman and said in a voice, "sister
Tan, this is what director Mu said to me personally."

Tan Lanjie, the leader of the fifth hot water team, is also the leader of the fifth
hot water team. However, Tan Bingjie usually gets along well with the team
members. She doesn't have so many rules, so she is just like a sister.

"You --" Zhang Xinyu was discontented and almost quarreled with Tan
Bingjie. However, after all, in the base, he still controlled himself, and asked
a stout man who had not spoken to one side, "Lu Gang, you are the leader of
the local team. What's your opinion?"

Tan Bingjie said in a cold voice: "that's better than standing still and sticking
to the rules!"

Zhang Xinyu frowned and said in a voice, "what's so simple to bring a
breakthrough? If the new instructor can't do it, it will make our grades worse.
"

After listening to tan Bingjie's words, Lin Anshu couldn't help nodding. He
thought it was reasonable.
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"So, I think, in order to win. I think it's better to choose a new instructor. As
the saying goes, "no break, no stand. Maybe the new instructor can bring us a
breakthrough."

Looking at the silent people, Tan Bingjie continued: "we are all familiar with
Xing Rui, and I have no doubt about his strength. It's just that we are too
familiar with each other. It's very difficult for us to rely on him to improve
our team's strength and become a favorite to win the championship in three
months

After that, Chen Mochi was active in public for only one year, and then
disappeared. However, the event of Chen Mochi's black horse winning the
championship is an unavoidable event in the history of the Martial Arts
Conference for so many years.

Later, people found out that Chen Mochi probably got the treasure of the
Dragon tomb, so he suddenly rose from an unknown person. For a time, Chen
Mochi's long tomb treasure incident, which has been silent for many years,
has aroused a wave of treasure hunting.

Now, they still remember the martial arts conference more than 20 years ago,
when Chen Mochi, a strong man, suddenly emerged, defeated many popular
players in a dark horse manner and finally won the championship. He had a
good reputation and was highly sought after.

Moreover, it's common for unknown strong people to appear at the martial
arts conference.

After all, what Tan Bingjie said is true. Although the five elements team of
Linglong is good, its strength can not be regarded as the top one. If you don't
talk about anything else, you can say that the experts trained by the Wudao
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League themselves have ever played against each other, and they are really
weaker than each other.

Hearing Tan Bingjie's rhetorical question, several people were stunned, with
a low expression.

"Our Linglong five element team has good strength, belonging to the top
group. But if we want to win the championship, there is still a certain
distance. Not to mention whether the well-known wudaozong sect will send
people to participate, but the experts trained by the wudaomeng itself, we
may not be able to beat them. In addition, China has a vast territory and
abundant resources, so there may be some loose martial arts practitioners. At
that time, are you confident that you can guarantee the results of our five
elements team? "

"I'm not finished, don't interrupt me!" Tan Bingjie glared at Zhang Xinyu
discontentedly and continued, "we all know that the martial arts meeting of
the Martial Arts Alliance is the competition meeting where the strong gather
and the top martial arts in China."

"We all know that." Zhang Xinyu said.

Tan Bingjie said in a voice: "first of all, you have to find out what director
Mu is doing to arrange new instructors for us this time. There is only one
purpose, that is, the Wudao conference of Wudao League in three months. We
want to achieve good results by then. "

"What's your judgment?" Zhang Xinyu's face is not very good-looking, he
said in a deep voice.

"The reason why I say he is not suitable is that I have my own judgment."
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Tan Bingjie smelled the speech, with an expression of displeasure on her
face. She looked at Zhang Xinyu and said in a cold voice, "Zhang Xinyu,
don't label me. You have a good relationship with Xing Rui, he and I are
teammates, there is no trust

"Er - Tan Bingjie, you don't trust Xing Rui? His strength has reached the late
prefecture level, a little higher than us. Why is it not a good thing to be our
instructor? " Zhang Xinyu asked.

Tan Bingjie gently frowned and said in a voice, "Xing Rui is good, but I don't
think it's good for him to be our instructor."

Then, he looked at Tan Bingjie and asked.

Hearing the speech, Zhang Xinyu's face showed a touch of excitement and
nodded to Lin Anshu.

Lin Anshu said in a voice: "Xing Rui is good. He is the leader of team Jin. He
is very familiar with us and we have been together for many years. His
strength is better than ours. If he comes to train, the effect should be good. If
not a very good new instructor, I would agree with Xing Rui to be our
instructor. "

Next to tan Bingjie and Lin Anshu smell speech, a burst of silence, and then
opened his mouth.

With that, Zhang Xinyu looked at the captains and said in a voice, "what do
you think? After that, director Mu will bring a new instructor. Let's put
forward our opinions and disagree with him. "Immediately, Zhang Xinyu
continued: "besides, not all of them have been discussed before. If we can't
find a suitable instructor, let Lao Xing lead us to practice. We all know the
strength of Lao Xing. He is also our boss. It's better for us to practice with
him. It's not more suitable than any new instructor. "
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You LAN smell speech, didn't say what, just lightly frowned.

At this time, Zhang Xinyu, who had been frowning and didn't open his
mouth, looked at you LAN, and said in an unhappy voice: "director Mu didn't
say who the new instructor was, it's certainly not a famous and powerful
person. It's a waste of time to choose such a person as our instructor. It's
better to practice by ourselves. "

Lin Anshu smell speech, nodded, to you Lan said voice thank you, then did
not speak.

This scholarly man is Lin Anshu, the leader of the five elements team.

You LAN shook his head and said: "Captain Lin, director Mu only said that
the instructor had arranged it, but he didn't say who it was."

At this time, on the other side, a man with glasses, thin and long figure, with
a touch of scholarly spirit, pushed his glasses and asked you LAN, "You Lan,
did director Mu say, who is the instructor he arranged for us?"

Lu Gang, with a flat head and a simple and honest face, said with a smile:
"who is the instructor? I'm what I call it. Who can make my strength stronger,
I will support who

"A lot of nonsense is no different from not saying it!" Zhang Xinyu was
dissatisfied.

Lu Gang was not angry either. He laughed and said, "I'm telling the truth.
That's what I think."
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Chapter 1362

Zhang Xinyu frowned, then took out his mobile phone, turned around and
said, "Xing Rui is still out on a mission, but he hasn't come back. I'll call him
and ask his opinion."

Seeing this, Tan Bingjie frowned. Lin Anshu and Lu Gang, on the other hand,
have been used to it for a long time.

Zhang Xinyu called several times, but there was always a prompt to turn off
the phone. In the end, he had no choice but to frown, put away his cell phone,
take a look at the other five element team leaders, and said: "anyway, I don't
agree with the new instructor."

………

"Oh, no matter how powerful Xiangjiang special training is, it's just a branch.
We are the five elements team. We are the best among the elite of Linglong.
We can't be compared with those ordinary teams. "

"If so, I have some expectations."

"The results of Xiangjiang special training were really outstanding that time,
and they also defeated foreign warriors."

Referring to this, several people looked at each other and then began to talk
in a low voice.
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Director Mu continued: "what qualifications do you have? I can tell you that
Mr. Chen was responsible for the special training organized by Linglong in
Xiangjiang. You know the results of that training

………

"I still want to see his strength."

"The requirements of the special instructor are very strict. I want to know
what qualification he has to become our special instructor of Linglong."

"That's him? More than a year ago, our Linglong organization suddenly
added a special instructor. "

Hearing this, several people's faces changed again, then they thought of
something, and their eyes looked a little strange.

"One of the special instructors."

In the face of doubt and doubt, director Mu said: "Mr. Chen is not a casual
practitioner. He is one of the special instructors of our Linglong
organization."

Only Tan Bingjie, after frowning and thinking, said to Chen Fei, "Mr. Chen,
can you show your strength?"

Lu Gang is to see Chen Fei one eye, voice asks a way: "you are very fierce?"
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Lin Anshu also looked suspicious and said: "Mu Bureau, it's only three
months since the martial arts conference. We don't have any spare time to
waste. I'm afraid that's not suitable! "

Zhang Xinyu can be said to be the most excited one. He pointed to Chen Fei
and said to director Mu: "Mu Bureau, are you kidding. Let him, a martial arts
practitioner outside, be our instructor? "

However, at the moment, they didn't care what Chen Fei said at all, almost all
of them had a look of astonishment.

"Hello, I'm Chen Fei. In the next three months, I hope to get along with you
and make progress together. " Chen Fei looked at several people in front of
him and said with a smile.

Even you LAN, who has the best attitude towards Chen Fei, covers his mouth
and is surprised. He can't believe it.

As soon as the words came out, the scene was silent, and everyone was
stunned, looking at Chen Fei with an incredible face.

Director Mu understood what they thought and didn't say much. He took a
look at Chen Fei and then pushed him out. With a smile on his face, he
announced: "this is Mr. Chen Fei. He is the new instructor I asked for you."

Now, director Mu says frankly that the new instructor is absolutely
competent, which makes them surprised and curious, but also some do not
believe.
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Before, they also invited many famous experts and instructors from inside
and outside the army, but after trying, the effect was very general.

After all, the strength of the captains has almost reached the prefecture level
when they reach the level of Wuxing team. If you want to continue to
improve, it will be very difficult.

Hearing director Mu's firm words, the four leaders of the five elements team
were surprised, and at the same time, they were even more curious.

Director Mu heard the speech and said in a deep voice: "I know what you
think. I can assure you that the new instructor you are invited this time has
the absolute strength and qualification to be your instructor. He has the
absolute ability to improve your strength before the martial arts conference. "

Zhang Xinyu gently frowned and said in a voice: "Mu Bureau, I still think it's
more appropriate for Xing Rui to be our instructor."

Lu Gang laughed and said: "as long as I can be stronger, I am the same as any
instructor."

Lin Anshu added: "what is your strength? Have you had any results before? "

"Well!" Tan Bingjie nodded, and then couldn't wait to ask, "Mu Bureau, who
is the new instructor you invited for us?"

"It's all there!" Director Mu looked at a few people, and then said, "just now,
I asked you LAN to inform you of the news, have you received it?"
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Several other people were surprised and wanted to ask about the details, but
at this time, director Mu and Chen Fei had come to them, so they had to stop
talking.

Zhang Xinyu said: "don't frown at him. I was at the office just now, and I was
raving about it. "

………

"Look at the way he talks and laughs with director mu. It doesn't look like the
person that director Mu wants to catch!""No, the Xia family is not as good as
the Luo family and the Zhong family, but they are not easy to be provoked.
It's not too difficult to ask a prefecture level expert to protect it! Is that boy a
prefecture level master? "

"He looks very young. Did he really destroy the menxia family?"

Hearing that Chen Fei was the one who destroyed the Xia family, the others
were also surprised. They looked at Chen Fei one after another, looked at
him, and began to talk in a low voice.

Zhang Xinyu pointed at Chen Fei and said to them, "that guy is the murderer
of Xia family. You LAN and March just caught us in the base. I thought
director Mu would directly order him to be locked up. How did he come to
us? "

Tan Bingjie, Lin Anshu and Lu Gang look at Zhang Xinyu with a puzzled
look on their face.

When Zhang Xinyu saw Chen Fei and director Mu coming together, he
frowned and said in a cold voice, "how did that guy come?"
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Seeing this, several people asked after each other, "Muju, you're here!"

The other three were about to speak when director Mu and Chen Fei came
here.

Seeing this, director Mu grinned and continued: "is there any doubt? Then I'll
tell you that in addition to that, Mr. Chen still ranks first in the Qianlong list.
"

A few people were really surprised by this. Even Zhang Xinyu, who is most
dissatisfied with Chen Fei, is surprised at the moment.

This is because the Qianlong list is one of the lists published by the Wudao
League, and the list includes young Chinese martial artists under the age of
36. The result of the contest in three months will affect the rearrangement of
the Qianlong list.
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Chapter 1363

Moreover, the captains of their five element teams are all on the Qianlong
list.

Among them, Lu Gang ranked 15th, Tan Bingjie ranked 17th, Zhang Xinyu
ranked 19th, and Lin Anshu ranked 20th. In addition, Xing Rui, the leader of
the golden team, ranks seventh in the Qianlong list, which is the highest
ranking of several people.

As people on the list, they know very well how difficult it is to get on the list.
Want to enter the top ten, top five, top three to face how fierce struggle.

"Any side effects?"
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"It can't be something illegal, can it?"

"Drugs?"

Looking at their expectant eyes, Chen Fei said in a loud voice, "my way to
solve this problem is to cooperate with my special medicine to stimulate your
body's potential and make your strength progress faster."

Wen Yan, including a few team leaders, can not help but start, and then show
the color of expectation.

"If you can reach such a level, your strength and talent are self-evident, so I
won't say much. The biggest problem you are facing now is how to quickly
improve your strength in a short time. "

Chen Fei stood on a platform, looked down at the people below, and felt their
strength. He couldn't help nodding: "you are all the elite of Linglong. Your
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strength is basically between the peak of Xuan level and the beginning of
prefecture level. It's a very powerful existence."

Although still suspicious, the three quickly gathered their team members
together. There are not too many people. There are only 12 team leaders and
36 team members in three teams. In addition, there are only 40 members in
the golden team.

Immediately, he said in a loud voice, "since you haven't left, please gather
your team leaders together. I'm going to have my first training class

"Thank you For Tan Bingjie's trust, Chen Fei feels a little surprised and nods
with a smile.

But Tan Bingjie, looking at Chen Fei, said with a smile: "I believe in the
vision of Mu Bureau, and I also believe that the Qianlong list is not random.
So I'm looking forward to your performance. "
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I want to try again

Lin Anshu pushed his glasses and said in a voice, "it's not enough. I just put
you on my list for investigation for the time being."

After a while of silence, Chen Fei showed a smile and said, "it seems that you
recognize me as a new instructor?"

The following people smell speech, a throb, look at each other, someone
wants to leave. But the rest of the captains didn't make a statement. It's not
easy for them to leave at will.

Chen Fei watched them leave, but he didn't stop them. Instead, he looked at
the rest of them and asked with a smile, "if you want to leave? If you want to
leave, you can go together now, otherwise it will be too late to leave when my
training class starts. "

Suddenly, a group of people led by March hesitated slightly, and then
followed Zhang Xinyu to leave.
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"You --" Zhang Xinyu looked at Chen Fei. He didn't mean to listen to
himself. He couldn't help but turn around and leave. At the same time, he
gave an order to the members of the fire team. "All the members of the fire
team follow the order and leave here. I'll give you another special training. "

Facing Zhang Xinyu's cruel words, Chen Fei nodded with a smile and said in
a voice: "I remember. Is there anything else to say? If not, I'm going to start
my first training class. "

Zhang Xinyu glared at Chen Fei and said in a voice: "I don't care what
background you have and what relationship you have, let Mu bureau support
you. But what I can tell you is that if you want to be the new instructor of our
five elements team, my fire team is the first to refuse. "

As a result, several people looked at each other, serious expression, the
atmosphere seems a little embarrassed.

"Yes, I understand. Thank you, director mu." Chen Fei nodded and watched
director Mu leave.
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When he left, he patted Chen Fei on the shoulder and said in a voice, "Xiao
Chen, if someone doesn't listen to you, you can report to me at any time and I
will deal with it."

"Then train well and I'll see the results in three months." Director Mu snorted
coldly, then glanced at the other players, turned and walked away.

As soon as Zhang Xinyu's face changed, he immediately stood upright and
said, "yes, Mu Bureau, I understand! I follow orders from my superiors. "

Director Mu's attitude suddenly became serious, which surprised everyone.

Seeing this, director Mu frowned discontentedly and said coldly to Zhang
Xinyu: "Zhang Xinyu, although the five elements team has certain autonomy.
But you have to be clear that I am the deputy director of Linglong
organization. It is an order, not a discussion, to appoint Chen Fei as your new
instructor. Do you understand? "

"If it's true, how can it be?" Zhang Xinyu dislikes Chen Fei most.
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Lin Anshu sneered: "Zhang Xinyu, your joke is not funny at all. Do you think
I would make such a low-level mistake? "

"Is it true? Isn't it a fake website? " Zhang Xinyu said.You know, there is one
in Wudao League. Before, the top of the Qianlong list had always been
occupied by him, but now he was pushed down by a nameless pawn, which is
really ridiculous.

They really don't understand how Chen Fei, such a guy, got to the top of the
Qianlong list.

After hearing Lin Anshu's voice, several people turned their heads to look at
it and confirmed that the information on the website was Chen Fei, they were
even more surprised.

When Zhang Xinyu questioned, Lin Anshu, who was next to him, had
already found out the tablet computer and looked it up on the website. After a
while, he found the relevant information and said in a surprised voice, "ah,
Chen Fei is the number one on the list of Wudao Qianlong. Sudden rise,
strong presence. Even Mr. Zhu Kuishan and Mr. Zhu of wudaomeng think
highly of him. This picture is really him
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Zhang Xinyu laughed directly and said in a voice: "Mu Ju, don't be kidding.
This is the top guy on the list. Oh, it's absolutely impossible. "

Now, however, director Mu told them that Chen Fei, who seemed to be weak
and unimportant, was the top of the Qianlong list. This really surprised them
and made them feel a little unbelievable.

………

Facing all kinds of questions, Chen Fei didn't explain much. He directly took
out a few pills and said in a loud voice, "who wants to come up and have a
try?"

Everyone hesitated for a while. A few seconds later, Tan Bingjie was the first
one to come out, took Chen Fei's pills and swallowed them directly.
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Chapter 1364

After a while, her face changed, her face was surprised, and she said in a

voice: "I, I feel that my lower abdomen Dantian has become more active, the

real yuan breath in my body is surging faster, and the speed of practice seems

to be faster."

Then, Tan Bingjie went to one side of the fist strength testing machine and

waved a few fists. He was even more surprised. "My fist strength has been

directly improved by 10%, which is amazing."

Seeing the magical effect of Tan Bingjie, many people were surprised and

eager to try.
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At the beginning, these people were not happy, but at the beginning of the

practice, they were surprised to find that the skills taught by Chen Fei were

amazing, much better than their skills, and the speed of practice improved a

lot.

After that, the people who took the pills began to meditate directly, giving

full play to the role of the pills. For those who don't take medicine for the

time being, Chen Fei also taught them a set of skills and let them practice by

themselves.

After Chen Fei made a promise that everyone would be quiet.

………

"Captain Lin, take me one. I'm thin and weak. I need medicine, too!"

"Instructor Chen, Captain Lin plays tricks. It's unfair. You can't give him the

medicine."
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"Captain Lin, I didn't expect you to look polite. It's such a person!"

"Damn it, Captain Lin, you're cheating!"

Seeing this, the scene was quiet, and then it was boiling like boiling hot

water.

However, just after they were quiet, Lin Anshu took the opportunity to come

to Chen Fei, squeezed out a smile, and said: "instructor Chen, you see my

body is so thin, I need a good tonic, you give me a pill first!"

After being drunk by Lin Anshu, the team members immediately calmed

down and did not dare to crowd any more. At the same time, they stood in

line one by one. After all, they still had the consciousness of being soldiers.
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At this time, Lin Anshu suddenly a fierce drink, "all give me quiet down, you

are soldiers, is the spirit of the dragon team members, this is what kind of,

what kind of system."

A hustle and bustle of voices sounded, the scene was a little chaotic.

………

"Drillmaster Chen, my surname is Chen. I'm a family. Give it to me!"

"Instructor Chen, I've been stuck in the top level of Xuanji for a long time.

Please help me!"

"I want one, instructor Chen. Give me one."

With the actual case of Tan Bingjie and Qiangzi in front of us, all the team

members suddenly got excited and crowded over one after another.
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Then, Chen Fei swept everyone's eyes and asked again, "who else wants to

use my pills?"

"Yes, instructor Chen. I will try my best to finish the task Qiangzi stands at

attention, salutes Chen Fei, and then retreats with excitement.

Chen Fei patted him on the shoulder and said with a smile, "you're welcome.

I'm most grateful for training well, improving my strength and striving to

perform well in the martial arts conference."

Then, he trotted to Chen Fei. He was so excited that he was incoherent,

"instructor Chen, thank you. I, I don't know what to say, I - "

" I feel good now, full of strength. The pills that instructor Chen gave me are

absolutely good. After I took it, Dantian fever, true yuan surging, finally

broke through. Besides, I don't feel any discomfort. " Hadron smiles

excitedly.
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………

"I remember that it has been two years since Qiangzi was trapped at the top

of Xuanji level. He used all kinds of methods before and couldn't break

through, but now --"

"Qiangzi, are you a prefecture level expert now?"

"I've made a breakthrough. You're really meditating, Qiangzi!"

He so a shout, the public immediately surprised incomparably of see come

over, immediately discuss a voice continuously.

"Ha ha, I, I broke through, I broke through to the prefecture level, I finally

broke through." In the crowd's worry, Qiangzi suddenly opened his eyes and

jumped up from the ground, shouting excitedly.

………

"Hadron is in danger."
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"It's a real breath. Is it explosive?"

"What's the matter?"

In the sound of discussion, on the meditative hadron, the breath of Zhenyuan

suddenly began to surge and become stronger, and then burst out, like an

invisible lotus flower of Zhenyuan blooming and bursting in the air, which

attracted everyone's attention.

………

"I don't think this kind of thing is credible. It's better to be cautious."

"That medicine, still have a problem, don't let how can be like this?"

"Well, what's going on? Why did you suddenly meditate? "

For a moment, people were shocked, even more surprised.
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Hearing the speech, they were stunned, and then looked closely. It was only

then that they found that the posture of Qiangzi really seemed to be

meditating.

Just when the voice of doubt almost reached its climax, Chen Fei said in a

voice: "can't you even see that he is meditating?"………

"The people of the fire team left in time!"

"The new instructor is really unreliable. Zhang Xinyu is right."

"There must be something wrong with the medicine."

"Something's wrong, this situation, call a doctor quickly!"

Some people are already in a hurry.

Such a situation makes people even more curious and confused. At the same

time, they worry about Chen Fei's medicine. Even the three captains are

dignified and nervous at the moment.
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The player, called Qiangzi, sat down cross legged in front of the punch

machine, his eyes closed, and said nothing.

When the voices of discussion are getting louder and louder, and people are

questioning more and more.

………

"There's no accident, is there?"

"What's the matter? I don't have the right expression. Do you want to call a

doctor?"

"Qiangzi, go on, test your boxing power."

"How can Qiangzi stop?"

"What's the matter?"
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Such a situation makes the excited team members nervous again. Worry

about whether Chen Fei's medicine is toxic and has side effects.

But when he was still a certain distance away from the boxing machine, he

suddenly stopped, his expression solidified, as if he had encountered

something unexpected.

After taking the pill, the burly man had a quick reaction, similar to that of Tan

Bingjie just now. Then he went to the punch machine to test how much his

strength had increased.

"Yes!" Chen Fei handed the pill to the other party.

Wen Yan, a member of the local team rushed up, "instructor Chen, I want to

have a try."

"Anyone else? I don't have much medicine on me. If I miss this opportunity,

I'll have to wait for the next batch. " Chen Fei said.

Suddenly, there was a voice of excitement and gratitude.
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In addition, Chen Fei can point out the specific cultivation of the team

members from time to time, so that they can solve their problems and

improve their strength.

It can be said that after half a day's work, these members of the five elements

team who had doubts about Chen Fei were completely conquered by Chen

Fei. One by one, they felt that the instructors invited by the Mu Bureau were

really extraordinary. The Qianlong ranked first, and they were really not

laymen.

Chapter 1365

At the same time, Zhang Xinyu with his fire team and some members of the
gold team to find another training room, in which the slow practice.

Maggie came up to Zhang Xinyu, like a dog, and said in a voice, "boss
Zhang, what should we do now? Then Chen Fei became our instructor. I'm
afraid it's a little difficult to deal with
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Zhang Xinyu snorted coldly and said: "what instructor? It's just a back door
account. We don't need to do anything at all. As long as the guy shows his
feet, Lin Anshu, Lu Gang and Tan Bingjie will knock the boy down. After
all, it's ridiculous for a guy without strength to want to get a foothold in our
five elements team. "

Zhang Xinyu frowned and said, "don't you think it's strange that this kind of
medicine can enhance strength quickly? Besides, even with this drug. Chen
Fei is just relying on drugs. His own strength is still insufficient. He is not
qualified to be the instructor of our five element team. "

But after all, Zhang Xinyu is their team leader. The team leader didn't speak,
and it's hard for them to go there directly. They can only look at Zhang
Xinyu.

For a moment, the whole fire team members are excited, eager to find Chen
Fei to apologize, admit his mistake and return to the team.

Immediately, they asked someone about the specific situation, and the fact
was just around the corner, which made them believe that Chen Fei, the new
instructor, was really powerful.

"This -" the members of the whole fire team were all shocked.

After taking the medicine, he sat cross legged on the ground and took the
time to practice. No medication, but also seize the opportunity to seek
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guidance from Chen Fei. It can be said that everyone is very busy and has no
spare time at all.

Originally, they thought that people would sneer at them for a while, but
when they came in, they found that the people inside had no time to pay
attention to them.

So Zhang Xinyu returned to their training team.

Zhang Xinyu doesn't want to go in, but he knows that pressing his players at
the moment will only make them dissatisfied with themselves. So he nodded
and said, "well, let's go in and have a look."

"Yes, team Zhang. If it's true, all the other teams have made progress. Our fire
team will fall behind."

Finally, someone couldn't help saying: "Captain Zhang, let's go and have a
look at the specific situation. If Chen Fei really can't do it, it's a big deal.
We'll go back, and there's no loss. "

At this time, there were bursts of cheers from inside, which made the people
outside itch and keep looking at Zhang Xinyu.

You LAN didn't pay attention to him at all. With a cold hum, he dropped a
sentence, "believe it or not", and then went in directly.

"You Lan, you can't scare us. It's just a little boy, just a few pills. What's the
big deal? We -- "said March.
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Just as Zhang Xinyu was about to reprimand them, you LAN came out and
said in a cold voice, "listen to everyone outside. Instructor Chen gives you
one last chance. Those who go in now may be given pills and be taught by
instructor Chen. If you miss this opportunity, you don't have to come later. "

They are also members of the five elements team. Others are taking pills
inside and their strength is enhanced. But they are doing nothing outside.
Naturally, they are worried.

And around the fire team members, heard the conversation between the two,
eyes also flickered, eyes constantly toward the inside.

"What Zhang Xinyu did not expect such a result, and his expression sank.

Ma Qi said: "it seems that Chen Fei took out a kind of pill. After taking it, his
practice speed will be accelerated. There are several people who have directly
broken through the realm of the scene, so now the people inside trust him
very much. "

Seeing this, Zhang Xinyu could not help frowning, "what's the matter?"

March nodded away, and soon he came back, a little pale.

Listening to the comments of the team members, Zhang Xinyu didn't look
good. He winked at Maggie and said in a voice, "go and find out what's going
on?"

………
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"But there are so many people in it. Chen Fei should have two brushes.
Otherwise, we can't stay so long! "

"Ha ha, I think those two people were sent out on purpose!"

"Listen to them! In a few hours, strength can be enhanced. How can there be
such a simple thing? "

"Is Chen Fei really that powerful?"

His team members also talked about it one after another.

Ma Qi and Zhang Xinyu, who were elated at first, are not good-looking now.

As a result, only the members of the fire team were left in the training room.

After listening to them, they looked surprised. Although they hesitated, they
trotted back with them.

"Regret? It's you who regret it. " Two people sneer, and then directly from
march around, walked to the gold team members, said, "you guys, come back
quickly! Instructor Chen is very powerful. In just a few hours, many of us
have been strengthened. If you miss this opportunity, it will be hard to find it
in the future. Hurry upWhen they saw this, they were stunned, then their
faces sank, and their expressions were not good-looking. After all, March is
just an ordinary member of the fire team, and the existence of their peers, but
now a set of tone of lesson, naturally make them uncomfortable.

"I said you too. As a member of the gold team of the boss Xing, you don't
support the boss Xing. Instead, you go to the class of the new coach. Now,
regret it March a tone of lesson, open a way to two people.
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March met the two players and said, "why did you come out? Did the new
instructor show his horse's feet?"

Zhang Xinyu nodded with a smile, like a man in his heart.

March recognized them. He was one of the team members left by the golden
team. He immediately laughed and said to Zhang Xinyu, "boss Zhang, you
are really clever. It seems that the boy can't stay any longer. "

At this time, two uniformed team members rushed over in a hurry.

"Boss Zhang is right. It shouldn't be long before Chen Fei is fired away. "
March immediately agreed.

Zhang Xinyu didn't keep his words. The words spread all over the training
room, so that everyone heard them, including Chen Fei who was busy.

Chen Fei heard the voice, looked over and said in a cold voice, "are you
questioning my qualifications?"

Zhang Xinyu and Chen Fei looked at each other and said firmly, "what is the
ability to rely on drugs. We are warriors. We fight by our fists and strength,
not by drugs. "
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Chapter 1366

"Yes, if you don't believe me, you can take your people away. It's just that
you don't have to come back in the future. " Chen Fei is not interested in
arguing with him. He cools down.

"Just leave. Who do you think you can scare?" Zhang Xinyu said in a cold
voice, ready to leave.

But at the moment, Marcy didn't mean to leave the team except for other
players.

For this kind of flatterer, Chen Fei is not interested in letting him continue to
stay in the team, and directly waves people to drive him out.

Chen Fei nodded, glanced, and found a shrinking figure in the crowd.
Although he tried his best to hide his existence, Chen Fei soon caught him,
not others, but Ma Qi, Zhang Xinyu's former follower.

"No!" There was a neat cry.

Chen Fei laughed and said, "next, I will officially become your new
instructor. Who else has any opinions?"

Chen Fei's eyes became hot as he looked down at the time.
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If they were just surprised at the magical effect of Chen Fei's medicine
before, now, Chen Fei's one move to defeat Zhang Xinyu is really showing
their strength to them and really subduing these people.

At this time, the following five elements team members to see Chen Fei's
eyes, all changed.

"Well, next, the affairs of the five elements team will be fully handled by you,
and I won't be involved." Director Mu patted Chen Fei on the shoulder and
left immediately.

Chen Fei nodded and said in a soft voice, "it doesn't matter. It's just a piece of
cake."

Immediately, he looked at Chen Fei and said, "Xiao Chen, I'm sorry to let you
encounter this kind of thing. It's our Linglong's fault."

Director Mu waved his hand and asked people to drag Zhang Xinyu down.

Zhang Xinyu himself was also stunned. After a few seconds, he came back to
himself and cried out: "Mu Bureau, don't fire me. I'm the leader of the fire
team. I've made contributions to the organization. I - "

this means that Zhang Xinyu will be expelled from Linglong. This is a result
that people never thought of. I can't help but be shocked.
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"From now on, you don't have to stay in Linglong." Director Mu said in a
deep voice, and then waved to someone to take off the epaulet on Zhang
Xinyu's uniform and the symbol of Linglong organization on his chest.

"Don't explain." Director Mu interrupted Zhang Xinyu and said in a deep
voice, "I have given an order before. Chen Fei will be the new leader of the
five elements team. If you say it's too light, you're ganging up and
suppressing dissidents; if it's too heavy, you're disobeying military orders. "

Zhang Xinyu also looked surprised and wanted to explain: "Mu Bureau, I'm
just -"

hearing the voice, people looked over and found that it was director Mu Ning
Bian, who was surprised.

At this time, a thick voice sounded, "you can't represent the five elements
team, not to mention the whole spirit dragon!"

However, Chen Fei hasn't spoken yet.

"You, how dare you hurt me. I'm the leader of the five elements team of
Linglong. If you hurt me, you are provoking the five elements team and the
whole Linglong. I -- "Zhang Xinyu still looks resentful and stares at Chen
Fei's threat of gnashing his teeth.

And Chen Fei, putting away his right palm, came to Zhang Xinyu quietly,
looked at him condescensively, and said coldly, "now, do you know the
consequences of your hands?"

Zhang Xinyu's mouth gushed blood, his forehead was cold and sweaty, and
his whole body showed his teeth in pain and howled.
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Then, a scream rang out, and Zhang Xinyu flew out, fell to the ground, his
right arm bent and twisted, completely deformed.

"Pa" of a crisp ring, both sides collide together.

In the innumerable comments and burning eyes, Chen Fei slapped Zhang
Xinyu face to face and welcomed him.

………

"It's fierce, this blow! Can instructor Chen take it? "

"Team Zhang is serious!"

"Give me a punch!" Zhang Xinyu burst out to drink, and his fists roared. This
fist, with great momentum, almost broke out 80% of the strength of Zhang
Xinyu's prefecture level medium-term realm, which shocked everyone in the
field.

"Is it?" Chen Fei said softly, then shook his head.

Zhang Xinyu cheered: "you are a liar. I'm thinking about the whole five
elements team."

At the moment, Chen Fei is still indifferent. Looking at Zhang Xinyu, he says
in a cold voice: "you want to think clearly about the consequences of your
doing so!"

Seeing that Zhang Xinyu had rushed in front of Chen Fei, the offensive was
almost inevitable.
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Lin Anshu, Tan Bingjie and Lu Gang, the captains, yelled "no", rushed to
stop Zhang Xinyu, but the distance was too far, but it was too late.

They didn't expect that Zhang Xinyu suddenly attacked Chen Fei. For a
moment, they were shocked.

With that, Zhang Xinyu suddenly drank, stepped on the ground with his right
leg, rushed out with the strength of rebound, and smashed Chen Fei with his
big fist.

Then, Zhang Xinyu turned his head, glanced at the crowd, and finally fell on
Chen Fei. He said in a loud voice, "since you are all cheated by him, I'll show
you how powerful this guy is now.""Han Jian, good, very good!" Zhang
Xinyu glared and nodded angrily.

His own team members openly asked to join other teams, which was a heavy
blow to his captain. At that time, if he doubts his superiors, it will not only
affect his future, but also his ability.

Hearing the speech, Zhang Xinyu's face was very ugly, and his anger was
obviously gathering.

"Shut up, it's not for you to talk!" Rare glared at March, then looked at Zhang
Xinyu and said firmly, "team Zhang, we all want to stay. If you insist, then
we ask to join other teams

Ma Qi pointed to the man and said, "Han Jian, you have to remember that
you are only the vice captain of the fire team. Is this captain Zhang? "

"Han Jian, what do you mean by that?" Zhang Xinyu frowned.
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Several team members looked at each other, and then a tall, thin man of 289
years old stood up and said to Zhang Xinyu, "Captain Zhang, we have seen
the teaching effect of instructor Chen. There is no need to be angry. After all,
all of us have the same goal, for the victory of the martial arts conference. "

"Don't you listen to boss Zhang?" March cried, too.

"What are you doing?" Zhang Xinyu was dissatisfied.

Then, Chen Fei reappointed a team leader to replace Zhang Xinyu. The team
leader is Han Jian, the former vice team leader.

After the arrangement of personnel, Chen Fei formulated a special training
plan for each team, mainly to give full play to their group's strengths, and
then strengthen mutual cooperation, so as to achieve twice the result with half
the effort.

Although there was only one day, when Chen Fei left the Linglong
headquarters base that evening, all the members of the five elements team
were conquered by Chen Fei, and they waved goodbye one by one, like
comrades in arms who had been together for many years.
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Chapter 1367

When Chen Fei left Linglong base in a military vehicle.

In the corner of the gate of the base, Zhang Xinyu, who had taken off his
uniform, was carrying a simple luggage bag. He was staring at the direction
of Chen Fei's departure, gritting his teeth and saying, "Chen Fei, it's you who
made me expelled from Linglong and made my military career become
nothing."

"I swear, I will make you pay for it." Zhang Xinyu gritted his teeth, then felt
out his mobile phone and got through a number, "boss Xing, I'm Zhang
Xinyu. I'm not in the base. Something happened to me... "

"Is it really just a lie?" Chen Fei stares at Chen Ziling with a look of disbelief.

Chen Ziling white Chen Fei one eye, way: "is not elder brother, you do not
accompany me to come, must want me to lie to say that has the boyfriend you
to come! I can't help it

"Then how can you --" Chen Fei still didn't believe it.

Chen Ziling pinched Chen Fei's arm and said in a voice: "brother, I lied to
you before. Luofeng is not my boyfriend, and I don't have a boyfriend at all.
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Is Luofeng just the one who invited me to the party? We have no special
relationship. "

"What have I misunderstood? Why don't you say your boyfriend is Luo
Feng? I -- "Chen Fei asked.

Without waiting for Chen Fei to finish, Chen Ziling came and hugged Chen
Fei's arm, pulled him aside and said in a voice: "brother, stop talking. You
misunderstood me

Chen Fei stares at Luo Feng, steps forward and says in a voice: "Luo Feng,
you are right at Ziling -"

Luo Feng hears the cry of surprise, looks up and finds that it's Chen Fei.
After being slightly surprised, he says with a smile: "Mr. Chen, you are here
too!"

When Chen Fei saw the figure come out of the car completely and show his
face, he was surprised, "Luo Feng, how are you?"

The car stopped and a young man came out of the car. Just looking at his
figure, he was tall and thin. It seemed good.

Seeing this, Chen Fei's eyes immediately gathered in the past and looked at
the black Mercedes Benz.

Chen Fei is about to retort, at this time a car drove over, Chen Ziling see, to
Chen Fei way: "brother, people are coming."
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"Brother, do you think my eyes are so bad?" Chen Ziling gives Chen Fei a
white look.

"What vinegar do I eat? I'm worried about your bad eyesight. I'm looking for
a squint. " Chen Fei said.

Chen Ziling looked at Chen Fei and said, "I'm not in a hurry. What are you in
such a hurry? Are you jealous? "

Chen Fei looked at the time and asked, "it's almost time. Why hasn't your
boyfriend come yet?"

Half an hour later, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling met at the gate of Jingcheng
University.

………

Chen Fei see this, can't help but a black line, feel like he seems to be in the
little girl's trap.

"This is my brother!" The little girl suddenly changed her face and came over
to hold Chen Fei's arm. She said in a coquettish voice.

When Chen Fei heard the speech, he felt the veins on his forehead beating.
He thought of the old man's advice to him. He could only say in a voice:
"don't sigh. I'll go with you."

Chen Ziling turned around, sighed deliberately, and said in a voice, "my
brother doesn't want to go with me. What are you doing? Well, I'd better go
with my boyfriend. "
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This time, Chen Fei can not ignore, even busy way: "when do you have a
boyfriend? Who is the other party? What do you do at home? What's the
way? "

"With my boyfriend, and if you go too late. I may not come back in the
evening. " Chen Ziling blinked deliberately and looked at Chen Feidao.

"Ah Chen Fei was stunned, then startled. He stared at Chen Ziling and said,
"what do you say? Who do you say you're going with? "

When Chen Ziling saw that Chen Fei was really unmoved, she suddenly
raised her mouth, glared at Chen Fei, kept silent for a while, and then said,
"this party, I went with my boyfriend."

Chen Fei is still standing still, "tomorrow I have classes, no time to
accompany you out crazy!"

"Brother, you don't know, master. I'm not allowed to use force at will.
Besides, my strength has a realm, and my actual combat ability is very
general. If you meet a real master, it may really be dangerous. " Chen Ziling
said.

Chen Fei didn't eat this, and said, "you are also a master at the beginning of
Tianji. What danger can those dandy boys and girls do to you! I'm not going

"Brother, don't you worry about leaving me a weak woman on that
occasion?" Chen Ziling looks at Chen Fei pitifully.

Chen Fei didn't like this kind of party. He was unmoved. "This kind of party
is boring. I don't want to go. Go alone
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"It's not what I want to participate in, it's someone who invited me!" Chen
Ziling embraces Chen Fei's arm, a burst of coquetry way.

"Why do you want to go to a party like this?" Chen can't help looking at
Ziyan. After all, in her impression, Chen Ziling didn't like this kind of Party
of dandy, dandy and coquettish.Chen Ziling said: "it's the gathering of the
young men and women in the capital. They are all young people from famous
families in the capital."

"Party, what party? Who are the participants? " Chen Fei asked.

Chen Ziling said: "brother, it's no big deal. I'm going to a party this evening. I
want you to come with me. "

When Chen Fei heard the speech, he immediately looked at Chen Ziling with
such an expression. Then he sighed and said, "come on, what's the matter?"

"No, brother, don't go." Seeing this, Chen Ziling quickly grabbed Chen Fei
and said, "brother, I have a little thing I want you to help me."

Chen Fei white her one eye, a pair of turn to leave the posture, "nothing, then
I left."

"Brother, I'm your sister. Can't I come to you if it's ok? " Chen Ziling pursed.

Seeing the girl's appearance, Chen Fei suddenly raised his face and said in a
deep voice, "come on, what's the matter?"
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After Chen Fei came back from Linglong headquarters base, two days passed
peacefully. That afternoon, just after class, Chen Ziling, the younger martial
sister, came to Chen Fei with a look of flattery. "Brother, are you free later?"

Chen Ziling nodded firmly and said: "really no boyfriend? I'm just invited to
the party with Luo Feng. "

Referring to this, Chen Fei frowned and said: "last time, Luo Feng asked you
to go to a concert. You're invited to this party again. You don't understand
what he means, do you

"I'm not stupid. Of course I understand. It's just that I don't feel for him. I
can't be with him. " Chen Ziling said.

Chapter 1368

Chen Fei looked serious and said, "since you can't be with him, you should
make it clear to him earlier and let him die. It's not like you're doing this now,
and you've repeatedly agreed to his invitation. In this way, it gives him hope
and makes others misunderstand him. "

"I, I understand!" Chen Ziling bowed his head.
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Seeing this, Chen Fei said: "emotional affairs should not be entangled
vaguely. If we ignore them now, they will only become more and more
troublesome in the future. You can't open your mouth. I'll go and make it
clear to Luo Feng. We're not going to the party today. "

But Luo Shuang, when hearing their names, especially Chen Ziling's, couldn't
help blinking. She stared at Chen Ziling for a few seconds and ignored their
initiative handshake. She held her arms in front of her chest and said
strangely, "are you that Chen Ziling?"

Chen Fei and Chen Ziling nodded to Luo Shuang with a smile, extended their
hand and said, "Hello!"

"Rosanna, this is my friend. Chen Fei and Chen Ziling. " Luo Feng
introduces a way to younger sister again.

Instead, he introduced Chen Fei and Chen Ziling with a smile: "Mr. Chen,
Ziling. This is my second uncle's daughter, my cousin Luo Shuang

"You --" Luo Feng glared at the girl. He wanted to reprimand her, but he
didn't go on thinking that there were still guests in front of her.

The girl curled her lips and said in a dissatisfied voice: "brother, at home, my
grandfather and uncle say I'll forget it. Why are you young and as
old-fashioned as they are
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Seeing the girl's appearance, Luo Feng couldn't help frowning and said, "how
can it be like this again? If you let your family know, you will be scolded
again! "

Chen Fei fixed his eyes and found that she was an 18-9-year-old girl with
short red hair and exaggerated earrings on her ears.

When greeting, suddenly a clear voice rang up. Then a figure came and stood
in front of Luofeng.

"Brother, here you are!"

Hearing that it was Luo Feng's friend and Luo Feng's smiling look at Chen
Ziling, some people seemed to understand something and took the initiative
to exchange greetings with Chen Ziling and Chen Fei. Chen Fei responded
simply and politely.

Luo Feng looked at Chen Ziling with a smile, and then introduced: "these two
are my friends, Chen Ziling and Chen Fei. I'll bring them to play together."

Naturally, someone noticed that Chen Fei and Chen Ziling behind Luo Feng,
especially Chen Ziling, attracted the eyes of many young men. They couldn't
help asking.

As soon as Luo Feng arrived at the scene, he immediately attracted the eyes
of all the people in the field and came to greet them one after another. Luo
Feng also responded one by one, but he was polite.
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Chen Fei swept one eye, also understood immediately. After all, the party is
full of young people, and they still like the style of nightclubs and bars, so
they just move the decoration of nightclubs and bars to the courtyard.

The whole yard, almost dressed up as a hot nightclub bar. Many young men
and women with wine cups, dancing in the courtyard, the atmosphere is very
hot.

When they came to the courtyard, they heard the dancing music.

Luo Feng nodded and then walked in.

"Luo Shao's friend, naturally. Three, please The bodyguard said respectfully.

Luo Feng pointed to the two people behind him and said, "they are my
friends. Let's play together, OK?"

However, in the face of Luo Feng, the bodyguard obviously knew each other.
He immediately relaxed, nodded, bowed and said, "Luo Shao, you're here."

Their muscles are tight, they are in a state of combat at any time, and they
can attack instantly. At the same time, the tumbling clothes around their
waists outline the guns, which also frightens the curfew.

Walking into the yard, two burly bodyguards came up on both sides. At first
sight, they were professional practitioners, and their strength was absolutely
above the level of Xuan.

Luo Feng and his family held a party in this kind of courtyard. It can be seen
that the people in their circle are rich or expensive, and they are not the
young generation of the upper class in the capital.
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It can be said that in today's capital, having a set of courtyard is a symbol of
money and identity.

As the yard looks a little old, even dilapidated. But now in the capital, every
courtyard can be said to be like a golden house. The value of any building
can easily exceed 100 million. Even if you have money, it doesn't necessarily
matter.

Chen Fei and Chen Ziling took a look at the spacious courtyard, and they
couldn't help looking surprised.

After walking about 100 meters, Luo Feng stopped in front of a courtyard
with red lanterns and said to Chen Fei and Chen Ziling, "is this it? Well
known bars are full of people, so we often get together here. "

Three people get out of the car and walk along the lane towards the inside,
surrounded by old and simple courtyard.

About an hour later, when it was getting dark, Luofeng's car stopped in front
of a narrow alley.

Then the three got on and started the car.Smell speech, Luo breeze returns to
God, quickly nod to smile a way: "certainly can. We are very lucky that Mr.
Chen can come to this party. We warmly welcome him. "

At this time, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling also came, Chen Ziling said: "Luo
Feng, let's go. My brother will come with us tonight, will you

But he can only constantly self hint in his heart, "Mr. Chen is Ziling's brother,
brother! It's impossible between them. "
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Not far away Luofeng see this scene, can't help but shiver, smile on the face a
little stiff.

"Thank you, brother! Brother, you are the best. " Chen Ziling smiles, hugs
Chen Fei's arm and kisses him on the cheek.

Seeing this, Chen Fei could only sigh and say, "OK, I'll go with you to
today's party."

"I can assure you that after the party, I will make it clear to Luo Feng that I
will not be confused any more." Chen Ziling looks at Chen Fei with a
pleading look.

Chen Ziling murmured: "brother, I know what you mean and I know how to
do it. It's just that we can wait until after today's party, OK? "

"Er -" Chen Fei frowned and looked at Chen Ziling.

However, Chen Ziling pulled down Chen Fei and said, "brother, don't!"

With that, Chen Fei is going to make it clear to Luo Feng.

"I -" Chen Ziling and Chen Fei frowned at the same time.

Seeing this, Luo Feng said to Luo Shuang, "Luo Shuang, be polite."

Luo Shuang curled her lips and ignored Luo Feng's words. Instead, she
waved to one side and yelled, "ah Shan, come here quickly."
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Chapter 1369

With the appearance of a young man of twenty frost came. The man is tall,
the muscle line is bright, looked that has worked diligently.

After the man came, he took the initiative to say hello to Luo Feng, "brother
Luo, you're here."

Luo Feng nodded gently, and then wanted to introduce him.

"You --" Luo Shuang smell speech, facial expression a wrinkly, fiercely stare
at Chen Fei one eye, but immediately withdraw eyes, fall on Chen Ziling
body, voice way, "Yu elder sister, is she, she is that pester my elder brother's
woman."

"Do you have a bad mouth at home?" Chen Fei frowns, stares at Luo Shuang
and says in a cold voice.

Beside Luo Shuang, Tan Shan, her boyfriend, naturally follows. At the
moment, she also looks resentful and stares at Chen Fei.

Hearing the sound, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling raise their heads and suddenly
see Luo Shuang standing in front of them with her arms in her arms, a look of
mockery and disdain.
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When the poor ghost was eating, they laughed coldly! It's so funny

Immediately, the two brothers and sisters simply hid in a corner to eat and
drink.

"No, of course not. I'm just talking about it. " Chen Fei shakes his head and
suppresses his doubts. He is ready to go back and ask what's going on. It's not
like she's been having a good time.

"What's the matter, brother? What do you mean by that look? Don't you want
me back? " Chen Ziling asked.

Chen Ziling said, "I don't know what business Luofeng and his friends are
going to talk about, so I came back. I'm just hungry. Have something to eat. "

"How did you come back?" Chen Fei asked in surprise.

I don't know how long later, Chen Fei noticed something moving around him.
Looking up, he found that Chen Ziling didn't know when to sit beside him,
fork a piece of steak and eat it in big mouthfuls.

For a moment, Chen Fei frowned and lowered his head to think.

Seeing this, Chen Fei couldn't help but get curious and muttered: "when did
Ziling change her sex? Doesn't she like the red tape the least? How come it's
all changed now? Does Ziling really like Luofeng? "

But Chen Ziling, as if really interested in general, and Luo Feng with a smile
Yingying greeting, greetings.
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However, Chen Fei was not interested in these so-called contacts at all. After
a few steps, he turned back and found a corner to eat.

Luo Feng expresses his gratitude, and then takes Chen Fei and Chen Ziling to
walk around the hospital. He gets acquainted with one or two people from
time to time, which can be regarded as expanding his personal relationship.

Chen Fei light way: "it doesn't matter, child mischief just, I didn't put on the
heart."

Seeing his sister and her boyfriend leave, Luo Feng frowns and sighs. Then
he goes to Chen Fei and apologizes: "Mr. Chen, I'm sorry, I didn't expect my
sister to --"

"I --" what else does Tan Shan want to say? At this time, Luo Shuang pulls
his hand and gives him a wink, which makes Tan Shan calm down. He
doesn't have to say much more and follows him Luoshuang went to one side.

Before he finished speaking, Luo Feng let out a low and angry voice and
said, "Tan Shan, pay attention to what you say. Mr. Chen is my friend

when Tan Fei stepped back, he could not help but feel the pain in his right
hand! You let me go, you let me go. "

"You --" Tan Shan was so surprised that he gritted his teeth to resist. But it
didn't work at all. Instead, it ushered in greater strength and more severe pain.

On the contrary, Tan Shan's own palm was pressed down by the strength of
Chen Fei's right hand. It seemed that the bones were being fractured little by
little, making a click sound.
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However, without waiting for his strength to come out. Then he felt that Chen
Fei's palm was like the pouring of steel. No matter how much strength he
used, he couldn't pinch the other person's palm.

"Hey, you want to compete with me. The guy who is looking for death - "Tan
Shan noticed Chen Fei's strength in his palm, and immediately sneered in his
heart. Then he continued to increase his strength and wanted to teach Chen
Fei a lesson.

At this time, Chen Fei made it clear that the other party's bad intentions,
immediately impolite, right hand power, but his face is indifferent as usual,
and even with a smile to say hello, "Hello, my name is Chen Fei."

"Tan Shan, you --" Luo Feng frowned.

Tan Shan looked like he was laughing and said, "brother Luo, I just want to
say hello to my new friend and make a joke. Why are you so nervous?"

Aware of Tan Shan's unexpected action, Luo Feng was stunned, then frowned
and said: "Tan Shan, what are you doing? Mr. Chen is my friend

He is a man of martial arts, and his strength is not bad. He has reached the
beginning of Xuan level. If the hand is suddenly crushed, it's very likely that
people will be caught off guard.But in two people's right hand hold together
of moment, Tan Shan suddenly face a change, right hand suddenly force,
mercilessly toward Chen Fei pinch down.

Since the other party is kind, Chen Fei also reaches out his hand, ready to
shake hands with Tan Shan.
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Chen Fei knows what Luo Feng means and wants to make friends with him.

Luo Feng said to Chen Fei: "the tan family is a martial family in the capital,
which has been rooted in the capital for more than 60 years."

"Hello, my name is Tan Shan. From the tan family, I'm Luo Shuang's
boyfriend. " As he spoke, Tan Shan with a smile stretched out his right hand
to Chen Fei.

Especially when it comes to the names of "Chen Fei" and "Chen Ziling", Luo
Shuang's tone is deliberately accentuated. The man then also seems to
understand what, eyes to two people, mouth slightly Yang up.

But at this time, Luo Shuang opened her mouth first and introduced to the
man: "a Shan, they are my brother's friends. One is Chen Fei, the other is
Chen Ziling. "

With Luo Shuang's voice, beside her, a woman with long shawl hair and
gentle and elegant dress came. However, the woman looked at Chen Ziling
fiercely, which was totally inconsistent with her gentle dress.

The woman stepped in front of Chen Ziling, looked at Chen Ziling with a
condescending look, and then said in a cold voice: "from now on, you'd better
leave Luofeng right away. Otherwise, I will be rude to you. "

"Er -- I --" Chen Ziling heard the speech, confused, some unknown, so.
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Chapter 1370

Luo Shuang sneered and said: "Chen Ziling, don't pretend. I tell you, this is
sister Han Yuyu, from the Han family in Beijing. It's my future sister-in-law,
my brother's fiancee. Now, do you understand? "

After hearing what Luo Shuang says, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling immediately
understand. It seems that Han Yu misunderstands that Chen Ziling and Luo
Feng are close, so they come to warn and find fault.

Chen Ziling quickly explained: "Luo Shuang, Han Yu. You have
misunderstood me. I - "

a group of people are in the same posture of watching a play, and they have
no intention of intervening in reconciliation at all.

………

"Ha ha, that woman is also ungrateful. Don't you know her identity. It's
ridiculous to want to hook up with Luo Shao. It's time to be taught! "

"It's Tan Shan! The tan family is a martial arts family, and Tan Shan is a
martial arts man in the initial stage of Xuanji. That boy will suffer. "

"I heard that it was the woman who was indecent and seduced Luo Shao. Han
Yu and Luo are going to be taught a lesson. "
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"Didn't Luo Shao bring those two people? How did you confront Han Yu and
Luo Shuang? "

"What's going on over there? It's going to be a fight. "

At the same time, what happened here naturally attracted other people's
attention. They couldn't help looking at it and talking about it one after
another.

"Teach me a hard lesson, and that cheap woman, they are together." Han Yu
is full of resentment.

"Too much, this guy, too arrogant. How dare I beat you? I'll let a Shan teach
him a good lesson. "

Beside, Luo Shuang pulls Han Yu with red and swollen cheeks back to the
back, looking at this side with resentment.

This picture ignores his own appearance, and suddenly makes Tan Shan
really angry. He stares at Chen Fei fiercely, and roars, "looking for death!"

Then, Chen Fei's eyes continued to fall on Han Yu and said in a deep voice,
"apologize!"

Chen Fei glanced at him and said, "go away!"
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"Do you want me to do it, or do you want me to do it?" Tan Shan looks at
Chen Fei with pride.

Tan Shan suddenly glanced at the corner of his mouth, with a sneer, clenched
his fist, and came to Chen Fei, "boy, I was overcast just now. Now, it's my
turn to get it back. "

"You, you dare to let me go. I, I-A Shan, hurry up and teach this ungrateful
guy a lesson. " Luo Shuang is angry and anxious. She shouts her boyfriend
Tan Shan.

Chen Fei eyes cold stare in the past, fall to Luo frost body, cold voice way:
"shut up, don't want to be hit roll away."

Next to the Luo frost at the moment this just come back to God, rushed over,
shouting: "what are you doing? How dare you beat elder sister Yu? You are
looking for -- "

" you -- ah -- "Han Yu was beaten and cried out.

"Pa!" Chen Fei shakes his hand and slaps Han Yu on the other cheek. At the
same time, he shouts, "I'm sorry."

Han Yu was stunned for a moment. A few seconds later, she recovered. She
covered her red and swollen cheek and looked at Chen Fei with astonishment
and resentment. She gritted her teeth and said, "you, how dare you hit me!"

This, Chen Fei really angry, no matter Han Yu is Luo Feng's fiancee, directly
body movement, pull out a shadow, appear in front of Han Yu, the late strike
of throw out a slap, smoke in Han Yu's face, make a clear and incomparable
sound.
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"I'll teach you a lesson, you shameless bitch!" Han Yu didn't expect that his
slap failed. He was stunned for a moment, and then he slapped again.

After all, Chen Ziling is a martial arts master. Naturally, he won't be slapped
by Han Yu. He jumps to avoid Han Yu's slap. But his face sank. "What are
you doing?"

Then, she stepped to Chen Ziling, stretched out her right arm, slapped Chen
Ziling directly, and said in an arrogant voice, "this is my apology. Do you
want more?"

"Ha ha, apologize to that cheap woman. Don't tell jokes Han Yu takes a look
at Chen Ziling and sneers.

Chen Fei said in a deep voice, "if you don't apologize to my sister, you can't
leave today."

Luo Shuang also said: "do you want to offend our Luo family and Han
family? Don't get out of my way yet

"You dare to stand in our way!" Han Yu frowned and drank, "get out of here
now, do you hear me?"

But just as they were staring at each other coldly, they asked me to apologize

Immediately, three people prepare to leave together.

With that, Luo Shuang turns around and says to Han Yu and Tan Shan, "sister
Yu, a Shan, let's go. No matter how much we spend with such low-end
people, we will be laughed at. "
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Luo Shuang also held his arm and sneered: "ha ha, my brother is kind to you.
Do you really think you are a character? It's ridiculous. "

"I tell you, you are a dog of Luofeng, a pug who is fawning behind him. And
I am Luo Feng's fiancee, the future mistress of your pug. I want you to go
now. Do you hear me? " Han Yu is condescending and arrogant to Chen
Feidao."Sorry? Oh, what are you? I want to apologize. " Han Yu disdains,
"Luo Feng calls you a friend. You really think you are equal to Luo Feng and
become his friend."

Chen Fei was even more angry. He stood up and glared at Han Yu. He said in
a deep voice, "look at the relationship between you and Luo Feng. If I don't
do it, you should apologize to my sister immediately."

Chen Ziling, who originally wanted to explain it well, could not help sinking
when he heard this.

"I don't care if you go out to sell it or find someone else. But Luofeng, you're
not the one you can touch. Luofeng's status is very different from yours. It's
not something you're such a lowlife can dream of. You'd better recognize
your status, and don't be paranoid. A toad wants to eat a swan

Without waiting for Chen Ziling to finish, Han Yu interrupted her words in a
cold voice and said: "don't make excuses. I've seen a lot of things that women
at the bottom like you want to curry favor with the children of rich families."

But at the moment, facing the fierce attack of Tan Shan, Chen Fei didn't pay
attention to him at all. He directly kicked him out and accurately kicked him
in Tan Shan's belly.
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Before his fist came out, Tan Shan howled. Then he flew out and knocked
down many tables and chairs. Finally, he hit a tree in the courtyard and
stopped.

They were shocked to see this. They didn't expect that this guy really dared to
fight Tan Shan, and Tan Shan was defeated so quickly.
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